Muscle Atrophy at High Altitude
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Abstract

Stress described as uncomfortable condition which can affect at any age and gender. One of the environmental stresses encountered by people ascending at high altitude is hypobaric hypoxia. High altitude associated hypobaric hypoxia disturbs various physiological and metabolic systems in the body in which one of the adverse effects is muscle atrophy. Hence, the present mini review presents an insight for mechanism involved in muscle protein loss and understanding of these pathways further provide the probable therapeutic interventions against high altitude associated muscle atrophy.
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Introduction

Stress is described as any uncomfortable condition which affect people of all ages and genders which ultimately lead to physical and psychological health issues. Specific definition of stress describes “emotional experience accompanied by predictable biochemical, physiological and behavioral changes.” [1]. Some stress provide positive energy to the individual like exam stress and work deadlines stress. On the other hand, some extreme stress provide negative energy to the person which lead to health issues like immune, cardiovascular, neuroendocrine and central nervous systems [2].

High altitude is defined as an altitude exceeding 2400 m above sea level. More than 140 million people reside in these regions which represents ~2% of the world population. Besides this, our armed forces are also regularly deployed at high altitude due to military and strategic reasons. High altitude associated adverse conditions include hypoxia, cold, wind, humidity, harmful ionizing radiations which contribute to various health maladies like high altitude associated pulmonary edema (HAPE), high altitude associated cerebral edema (HACE), acute mountain sickness (AMS), sleep disorder, immune failure, decrease appetite, muscle loss etc. [3-5] (Figure 1).

The overview of high altitude associated problems represents numerous adverse health effects in which one of the major issues is physical performance. The decrease physical performance basically related to muscle fatigue, the major issue on which our lab is engaged. We are making effort to get to know about the cause and the probable intervention to overcome with this issue. A number of reports concluded reduced muscle mass and performance due to high altitude associated hypoxia [6-8].

Our previous findings made contribution in these result as elevated protein turn over rate is contributory for muscle loss due to hypobaric hypoxia exposure [9]. Muscle protein turnover rate is decided by two factors: protein synthesis and protein degradation. Our previous findings described a decline in physical performance by more than 20%, observed in rats by time taken to exhaustion on treadmill following chronic hypobaric hypoxia.

Once, the comparison was made in protein synthesis and degradation rate, it was found that protein synthesis was 1.5 fold higher while protein degradation was 5.0 fold higher (five-fold) during chronic hypobaric hypoxia. Further, protein degradation pathway related pathways were studied in which ubiquitin-proteosome pathway (Ub-proteosome) and calpain...
pathways were found major culprit for protein degradation in chronic hypobaric hypoxia conditions [10] (Figure 2).

An understanding of the muscle protein degradation pathways could further provide an insight to generate therapeutic implications/strategies for hypobaric hypoxia associated muscle loss. The previous studies related to skeletal muscle atrophy suggests a number of potential therapeutic approaches in which some of them could be tried. Since Ub-proteosome and calpains were found one of the major culprits for chronic hypobaric hypoxia associated muscle atrophy, hence, the inhibition of these pathways could provide some beneficial role against muscle loss. In addition, few pharmaceutical/herbal therapeutics which enhance protein synthesis pathway could also able to prevent muscle atrophy during hypobaric hypoxia exposure. Herbals which could provide antioxidant property could also make positive contribution during hypobaric hypoxia exposure. In conclusion, the present review provides an insight for muscle protein loss and the probable therapeutic interventions with consideration to high altitude associated hypoxia condition.
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